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Create fashion-forward outfits for today&apos;s 18" dolls! Whether you&apos;re sewing for your

own dolls or the little doll lover in your life, these mix-and-match styles offer unlimited possibilities!

Sew tiny garments inspired by vintage styles, including a buttoned blouse, party dress, and

scallop-hem skirt. Sewing enthusiasts who already know the basics can build a complete wardrobe.

Learn techniques for hemming sleeves, adding ruffles and trims, and modifying patterns for

additional looks.
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"The book is filled with great step-by-step photos that help you make these adorable designs and

lots of tips on how to make your outfit come out looking great." -Generation Q Magazine"It&apos;s a

fabulous book about vintage inspired doll clothes with a modern flair.Â The book is filled with

gorgeous photographs,Â easy to follow instructions, and loads of inspiration for making beautiful

outfits for 18â€³ dolls,Â plus suggestions forÂ modifying or adding embellishments." Cherry of Cherry

Blossoms Studio"I love this book!Â  It has fabulous pictures, instructions, and patterns.Â  To be

honest, I&apos;ve never sewn a doll dress before .....Â  The instructions were easy to follow and the

dress came out perfect!Â  I can&apos;t wait to make more of these little dresses - how perfect for

birthday or Christmas gifts!" -AmandaÂ  of Jedi Craft Girl blog"Erin&apos;s book Doll Days! Is the

reason a quilter for years, but by no means a seamstress, could make a piece of clothing with no

experience what so ever. It takes you step by step and answers any question you may have. Gather



the skirt? Huh? Well Erin has a tutorial for gathering fabric. Which made it super easy for a beginner

like me! I loved every minute of it and I cant wait to make other patterns offered in Doll Days! Book."

-Rachel of RJR Fabrics blog"The full-size pattern from the e-book was simple to print from my home

computer, and the instructions were very straight-forward." -Bonnie of Fishsticks Designs

Patterns in the book: 2 Sundress variations, 3 Skirts, 2 Button-down Shirts, 3 Party Dress variations,

Crochet-lace top, Peplum-hem Top,Â  Shorts (with different embellishments), Camisole, Underwear,

Tankini, 2 Jumper variations and endless possibilities. Be sure to download the bonus patterns

released during the blog tour: Sailor Collar Dress:

dearstelladesign.com/2016/06/doll-days-blog-tour/Bow and Placket Details for the Modern-vintage

Sundress: ctpub.com/blog/doll-days-blog-tour-kickoff/Ruffle Neckline Tutorial:

averylanesewing.com/2016/06/28/doll-days-blog-tour-giveaway/Specialty Hem Tutorial:

sewmamasew.com/2016/06/how-to-sew-an-eyelet-hem-doll-days-giveaway/All patterns can also be

seen and downloaded at AveryLaneSewing.com blog

I bought this book after loving the fit and design that I found in Sew N Style. Though this book has

fewer patterns, it doesn't disappoint, and the modification and finishing tips are very helpful even

though I have been sewing for over 30 years. I agree, this is for an intermediate or advanced sewist,

vs. beginner. If a mom or grandmother is teaching her daughter/granddaughter to sew for her 18"

dolls as I am, this is a great addition, when you want to sew something a little more challenging.

I did not like the pattern pieces being printed on the front and back of the paper attachment. It meant

that I had to photocopy the pattern pieces to use them. A cd would have been a better idea.

Just the cutest patterns for the 18 inch doll. Made so the beginner can make adorable outfits for

their dolls. I purchased this so I could have several styles to make doll clothes for the young girls at

my church. These patterns are easy and basic, making it easy to get very creative with your own

ideas and designs. I highly recommend this book.

I really like the info and the styles in this book, however I was disappointed with the fact that the

patterns are printed on both sides and in a way that is very awkward to try to print out and piece

together. After getting the book, I am now wishing I had just gotten the ebook to print out the pattern

directly.



I have used this book extensively for the last few weeks. The patterns are great, the instructions are

clear and the results are so much fun. From beginner to advanced, Erin tells you exactly how to do

each step. I can't wait until she produces another book. I own what she has printed so far and

recommend it highly. I am an advanced beginner to intermediate sewist who loves to sew for dolls

of 18 inch height.

Easy to follow instructions and great ideas for beginner to intermediate sewer. I love using this book

alongside my daughter for making clothing for our dolls.

I agree with the previous poster...the pattern pieces on both sides is a huge nuisance!

Great sewing book with easy to follow instructions!
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